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PURPOSE
This EMERALD ASH BORER and Communities in RI outlines the decisions and actions communities in RI face in addressing the impact of EAB in their communities. Ash trees planted as street trees, in the landscape and occurring in parks and natural areas are all threatened by EAB, and planning a response and acting on that plan is essential for each community.

Reports of suspected invasive species sightings may be sent to the RIDEM via the following:

- Web: [https://nws.rhodeisland.egov.com/forms/dem/demcaps](https://nws.rhodeisland.egov.com/forms/dem/demcaps)
- Email: DEM.ForestPest@dem.ri.gov
- Phone: (401)222-2781

INTRODUCTION
Emerald ash borer (EAB), *Agrilus planipennis*, is an exotic invasive beetle that was discovered in southeastern Michigan near Detroit in the summer of 2002.

EAB is believed to have arrived on solid wood packing material carried in cargo ships or airplanes originating in its native Asia. Since 2002 EAB has spread into Canada, throughout most of the Northeast, Midwest, and Mid-Atlantic states, and continues to expand its range throughout North America wherever native ash grows.

Adult EAB beetles nibble on ash tree foliage but cause little harm to the tree. EAB larvae (the immature stage) feed on the inner bark of ash trees, disrupting the tree's ability to transport water and nutrients. Larvae are difficult to detect and can cause significant tree decline before symptoms become evident. Symptoms include thinning crowns, epicormic shoots near the base of the tree, and D-shaped exit holes on the main stem.

Currently EAB has no known effective natural enemies in North America, and tree mortality rates can reach nearly 100%. If it is not contained or its effects mitigated, this insect will continue to infest and kill all species of trees in the genus *Fraxinus*.

Since its discovery, EAB has:

- Killed hundreds of millions of ash trees in North America
- Caused regulatory agencies and the USDA to enforce quarantines (MI, CT, GA, IL, IN, IO, KS, KY, MD, MA, MN, MO, OH, NH, NY, NC, PA, TN, VA, WV, WI, Quebec, and Ontario) and fines to prevent potentially infested ash trees, logs or hardwood firewood from moving out of areas where EAB occurs
- Cost municipalities, property owners, nursery operators, and forest products industries hundreds of millions of dollars.¹

The response by the state can be found in the document RIDEM EAB Technical Response Plan.

¹ [www.emeraldashborer.info](http://www.emeraldashborer.info)
RESPONDING TO EAB
Given that emerald ash borer advances quickly into un-infested areas, on average advancing about 1.5 miles/year. Ash mortality begins about 3 years after initial infestation, with peak mortality occurring between years 11 & 16. Final mortality is generally greater than 99%. While this is a challenging situation, it clarifies the steps that a community needs to take. Each community must determine whether it will respond in a proactive or reactive way to this situation, and assess the costs associated with these different approaches, but the known costs include removal, replanting and, if utilized, pesticide applications to ash trees.

Communities are encouraged to draft and adopt their own EAB response plans to deal with the impending EAB infestation. Decision-making tools can be found on the Emerald Ash Borer Information Network.

EAB PREPAREDNESS PLAN ELEMENTS
The elements of an EAB Preparedness Plan will help develop the framework for a community action plan. These elements are offered as suggestions. A community should develop a plan specific to their community’s needs and circumstances while being flexible and including realistic tasks, goals, timelines, and budgets.

Developing a timeline for task completion is just as important as identifying the tasks themselves. A timeline will assist in tracking plan progress and be critical in budget creation - identifying need and financial resources.

In developing a plan, it is recommended that a community start with an outline to help organize thoughts and identify tasks. A sample outline has been provided in Appendix C.

ELEMENT 1: THE TREE INVENTORY
The first step in preparing for EAB is to determine the potential risk to a community’s urban forest resource. This risk can be determined from species information contained in a street tree inventory. If a community does not have an inventory, this should be one of its first priorities.

A tree inventory is the process of counting, characterizing, and recording information about the public trees that make up a community’s urban forest. It is a useful tool that documents important information related to the total number of trees, their condition, location and species composition. It is invaluable in determining the extent of ash trees in a community.2

At a minimum, the following information should be collected for each tree as part of the inventory:

- species
- size
- condition
- location and accessibility for removal

---

2 Fazio, J.R. "How to Conduct a Street Tree Inventory" (Tree City Bulletin #23, National Arbor Day Foundation)- www.arborday.org Bassuk, N.L. "Conducting a Street Tree Inventory" (Cornell University)- www.hort.cornell.edu/commfor/inventory/utilizing.html
i-Tree - Tools for Assessing and Managing Urban Forests” (USDA Forest Service)- www.itreetools.org
Inventories can be simple or detailed and sophisticated depending on the needs and capacity of a community. For example, if a community decides to use removed trees for lumber and mulch the inventory should also include information on available logs. Following is a description of three basic types of inventory/survey.

1. A “windshield survey” is an inexpensive, quick and effective procedure whereby a cursory visual inspection and count are made by trained personnel from a vehicle. A follow-up ground survey should be conducted to detect more subtle problems such as decay. Inspection may include all public trees or a representative sample.

2. A “complete” inventory is a systematic approach that examines and records detailed information about all trees on public property including parks. This type of inventory is labor and time intensive and requires trained professionals. Consequently, the expense can be significant.

3. An “ash only” inventory examines only ash trees on public property. It can be completed relatively quickly and efficiently by in-house staff, by volunteers with minimal training, or by professionals. Inspection may include all public trees or a representative sample.

Ideally, the goal should be a complete community forest inventory.

When a complete inventory is not practical or feasible, a rough estimate of the total number of ash trees along public rights-of-way (ROW) can be determined quickly by sampling parts of the community as follows:

1. Determine the total number of community street miles.
2. Survey* all ash along a representative sample of street miles.
3. Extrapolate results to estimate total number of ROW ash in community.

**Example:**
Total street miles = 12
Number of street miles sampled = 3
Number of ash trees sampled = 150
Average number of ash per street mile = 50 (150/3 = 50)
Estimated total ROW ash = 600 (12x50 = 600)

*size class & condition should also be noted during this survey.

A community that determines they have a minor component of ash and EAB may not be a threat, a more generalized urban forest management plan that incorporates a section on invasive/exotic pests may be appropriate.

**ELEMENT 2: SURVEYING FOR EAB**

The next step in creating a plan is to develop and implement an EAB survey and detection strategy. Below is a brief description of EAB signs and symptoms, followed by a discussion on EAB survey techniques. The survey techniques are based on methodologies developed and utilized by Missouri State University and the Missouri Department of Agriculture.
EAB Signs and Symptoms

An ash tree may have EAB for a few years before outward symptoms of tree decline. Signs and symptoms of an EAB infested tree include:

- Delayed leaf-out in spring (symptom)
- Thinning canopy or crown (symptom)
- Branch dieback from top of tree (symptom)
- S-shaped galleries (tunneling) under the bark (sign)
- Woodpecker damage (symptom)
- Epicormic shoots/water sprouts (symptom)
- Bark splits (symptom)
- D-shaped exit holes - first spotted in upper branches of tree (sign)

For assistance on identifying ash trees and EAB, see information at DEM’s EAB in RI webpage.

EAB Surveys and Inspections

The EAB adults typically begin to emerge from ash trees in late May and will continue to emerge, mate and lay eggs through late summer (August-September). Identifying infestations early will give a community more time to implement a management plan before their ash trees are in a late state of decline and become hazardous. There are several methods of surveying for EAB, each of which has advantages and disadvantages. A community may choose to use a variety of techniques, finding some more suitable for widespread surveys and others best for high-risk locations. A brief description of these methods is discussed below, and further details and methodology can be found in Appendix D.

- **Visual Survey** techniques include looking for the outwardly visible signs/symptoms of EAB on ash trees. Surveys can be conducted systematically over a given area or by individually selecting trees through an inventory. This survey method requires the least amount of resources, and a large area can be covered in a short amount of time. The main disadvantage is that by the time visual symptoms of EAB are present, it usually means the infestation has been in the area for several years, and protection measures may not be warranted.

- **Tree Climbing** methods are employed when a closer look of the tree’s canopy is warranted. Professional tree climbers should be utilized in this situation. In the tree canopy, small windows on the trunk and branches are peeled back using a drawknife, to look for EAB larvae. An advantage of this method is that inspection occurs in the tree’s canopy where EAB signs/symptoms appear first. Time and cost are the main disadvantages to this method.

Areas to Survey

The artificial movement of EAB through human activity remains the most important risk-factor for the establishment of EAB populations. Ash nursery stock, sawlogs, and firewood are the primary means of artificial movement of EAB. Focusing survey activities in areas where these

---

articles may be transported is essential for the efficient use of resources and the effectiveness of the survey. The following list summarizes the highest risk sites:

- **Nursery Stock**: nurseries, newly landscaped public, commercial, residential areas
- **Firewood**: campgrounds, recreational lakes, cottage communities
- **Sawlogs**: sawmills, pallet operations, other wood utilization firms

**ELEMENT 3: THE ASH MANAGEMENT POLICY**

This element will describe how a community intends to manage its ash trees and will guide decision-making relative to how the community will address issues such as:

- Removal/Disposal
- Historic/Significant trees
- Hazard tree assessment
- Woodlot management
- Private property trees
- Replanting
- Treatment

**Cost Options and Estimates**

**Removal/Disposal**: Determining tree removal costs will likely be one a community’s first priorities. This cost can be accomplished by using information collected during the tree inventory and through tree removal estimates and bids. From an inventory, a community should have an actual or estimated total number of ash trees, including average size (diameter) for all trees from the inventory. Combining this information with an estimated removal cost for the average size ash tree a community can estimate the total removal cost for ash trees on public property.

**Example:**

- Total number of ash trees in *Townville*: 600
- Average diameter of ash trees in *Townville*: 18”
- Estimated removal cost for 18” tree in *Townville*: $625
- *Townville*’s estimated total ash removal cost: $625 x 600 trees = $375,000

Local disposal costs should also be estimated as part of total tree removal cost. Keep in mind that, in some areas, disposal costs may be lowered by partnering with neighboring communities and/or local industries that can find profitable uses for the removed trees. Refer to Appendices E & F for assistance in determining in-house removal costs and a sample tree removal cost bid sheet.

**Replacement**: Create a cost estimate for replanting trees that have been or will be removed due to EAB. Take the number of trees that need to be replaced and contact local nurseries to get price estimates on the size and species of tree you would like to use in replanting. Remember, tree species diversity is the key to creating a healthy urban forest.

**Treatment**: Before beginning any treatment program, a community should know the condition of its ash trees and carefully research the available treatment options. Be advised that no treatment option has been proven 100% effective against EAB. Any company that offers chemical treatment
services must have a Pesticide Applicators License, as well as a Pesticide Application Certification through the RI Division of Agriculture⁴.

In addition to costs for materials and contractors, removal/disposal, replacement and treatment activities may result in some in-house labor and equipment costs that should be included in overall estimates.

**Historic/Significant Tree Policy**

Many communities have trees designated as heritage, historic, memorial or otherwise significant by policy or ordinance. Special consideration may need to be given to the management of ash trees that have been designated as such. In these cases, treatment may be warranted where it would not be otherwise. A licensed arborist⁵ can assist with determining if treatment is a viable alternative based on the level of infestation apparent in the tree. It is important to remember that timing is critical in terms of treatment, so a decision on treating historic/significant trees should be made as soon as possible.

If a decision is made to remove a historic/significant tree, a community may want to consider creating a monument or memorial with the removed wood. Carved statues, furniture, or other lasting wooden structures can be created from these special trees, allowing them to continue to play a prominent role in the community. Remember to review community ordinances and policies to determine if a replacement of the removed tree is required.

**Woodlot Management**

Community owned woodlots in parks and other public spaces should be considered when creating an EAB preparedness plan. If a community woodlot has a management plan in place (i.e. forest management plan, Forest Stewardship plan, etc.), it should be reviewed/updated to address EAB and be referenced in the preparedness plan. If a plan is not in place, a community may want to contact a consulting forester who can assist in the development of one. A management plan should include goals for the woodlot (i.e. recreation, wildlife, aesthetics and/or timber production), a woodlot inventory, and recommended management activities (i.e. timber harvest, no action). The plan should also specifically discuss whether ash trees are present that will be impacted by EAB, and what the overall impact of potential EAB infestation will have on uses of the woodlot for the goals identified.

The plan’s prescriptions should include measures to mitigate any adverse impacts, including steps to identify and manage potential hazard trees as EAB spreads in the surrounding landscape. In woodlots with very little ash, or only sapling sized ash trees, the impacts may be minimal, and no modifications may be needed to the management plan. In woodlots where ash composition is much greater and impacts due to mortality more severe, it may be appropriate for the plan to describe measures to ensure prompt reforestation, or to improve future woodlot species composition in line community goals for the woodlot.

Communities should contact a consulting forester⁶ to assist with any woodlot management activities, including harvesting. A consulting forester can determine which forestry techniques
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⁴ [http://www.dem.ri.gov/pubs/regs/regs/agric/pestrg06.pdf](http://www.dem.ri.gov/pubs/regs/regs/agric/pestrg06.pdf)
⁵ [http://www.dem.ri.gov/pubs/regs/regs/forest/arborist.pdf](http://www.dem.ri.gov/pubs/regs/regs/forest/arborist.pdf)
can be used to reduce the percentage (or dominance) of ash and improve the overall health of the woodlot, as well as design a timber harvest that is profitable.

**Removals**
The process of ash tree removals can be undertaken by a community using in-house crews, contractors, or a combination of the two. For example, a community may use in-house crews to remove ash trees that are less than 10” DBH, and hire a contractor to remove trees larger than 10” DBH. In some communities, utility companies, and the RI Department of Transportation may also have tree care responsibilities; a community must remember to discuss tree removal duties with these entities as appropriate.

**In-House Removals:** If a community chooses to do all or some of the ash removals in-house, several factors should be taken into consideration. The list below is intended to help you begin the process of identifying how a municipality will remove its ash trees, and if in-house removals are a safe and economical method to choose based upon available resources; it is not intended to be an exhaustive list.

- **Size of the community’s forestry staff**
- **Proper equipment for tree removal (record type and condition)**
  - Chainsaws
  - Personal protective equipment for staff (head, ear and eye protection, gloves, leg chaps, & heavy work boots)
  - Chipper (capable of chipping large diameter trees such as 20” tow behind)
  - Chip Trailer/Dump Truck
  - Front end loader (for loading logs, brush, etc.)
  - Grapple hooks and winches which will assist in hauling logs from remote areas
  - Trailers for moving equipment and logs
- **Staff Training**
  - Electrical hazard awareness training for work near utilities
  - Chainsaw training
  - Certified arborist training
- **Determine tree sizes community crews can safely remove**
- **Determine staff’s ability to identify ash in all seasons**
- **Ash tree removal budget**
- **Timeline for ash tree removals**
  - Determine crew’s ability to meet timelines
- **Determine Union rules on contracting tree removal work**
- **Plan for ash utilization and disposal of chips**
- **Identify if there is a need within the community and/or local industry for wood products that could be made from the removed trees (mulch, lumber, fuel, etc.).**

**Contracting Removals:** When considering a contractor to handle some or part of a community’s ash tree removals, it is important to understand the bid process and have clear expectations for the contractor. Be as specific as possible when developing the contract and bid language. If a community would like the contractor to do the stump removal (grinding), be sure to include it in the contract language. If stump removal will be done in-house, the contract should detail the
maximum stump height the contractor can leave. Who retains ownership of the trees once they have been cut should also be established in the contract.

It is recommended that a community choose tree removal firms that are fully insured and are licensed RI arborists. Do not be afraid to ask for references or talk with other communities that use contractors for tree removal and tree care activities. Arborists are required by State Law to be licensed.

Infested vs. Non-Infested Trees - Proactive and Reactive Tree Removals: Once infested with EAB, ash trees typically begin declining over a period of 2-3 years. The burden of dealing with hundreds of dead and dying trees in a short period of time can place an enormous strain on community budgets, personnel and resources.

Communities may take the approach of preemptively removing a portion of their non-infested ash trees annually to minimize these impacts over time. Communities that are reluctant or not financially capable of doing so, may choose to remove only infested or dead ash trees. In general, communities can decide to coordinate ash tree removals in either a proactive or reactive manner. Following are details for each method, including pros and cons.

**Proactive Removal** - Removing ash trees that are not infested with EAB.

**Pros:**
- Opportunity to spread removal costs over longer time frame.
- Reduces problem of dealing with many dead &/or hazardous ash trees at one time.
- Opportunity to start the replanting/recovery process right away.
- Greater flexibility in organizing removal and routine work schedules.
- Ability to utilize ash wood for products or use it as a local source of firewood.

**Cons:**
- Immediate impacts to tree canopy and aesthetics.
- Removing healthy ash may create negative feelings within the community.
- Does not take into account that research may find an effective control for EAB.

**Reactive Removal** - Removing ash trees which are either infested with EAB or dead

**Pros:**
- Delayed impacts to tree canopy and aesthetics.
- No negative public perception of removing healthy trees.
- Delayed budgetary impacts until EAB hits.
- Further EAB research may offer effective control, minimizing need for removals.

**Cons:**
- Budget impacts can be severe once EAB is in community.
- Replanting funds may not be available to budget due to high removal costs.

**Hazard Trees and Liability**

Any tree, dead or alive, which has the potential to entirely or partially fail and impact a target, can be considered a hazard. A target can be a vehicle, building,
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or a place where people gather such as a park bench, picnic table, street, or backyard. Dead and dying ash trees, weakened or killed by EAB, pose a great risk to public safety and therefore are a potential liability for communities if left standing along streets, sidewalks, or other public spaces.

In general, a healthy ash tree would be considered lower risk for breakage or failure by its inherent wood strength characteristics. However, standing dead ash trees have been observed to deteriorate relatively quickly after being killed by EAB. Initially, trees begin losing their bark as the inner wood tissue dries and separates.

Subsequently, branches and limbs become brittle and susceptible to breakage from wind, snow and ice. Likewise, root systems may deteriorate over time, increasing the potential for windthrow and whole tree failure at the ground level.

To minimize possible liability issues, communities should review and/or establish a policy and protocol for identifying, marking and mitigating all hazardous trees on public property. Inspecting trees for potential hazard liability is one of the most important components of any tree management plan. Below are some points to consider in developing a hazard tree plan for your community:

- Appropriate frequency and intensity of inspection
- Training of inspectors
- Mapping and marking of trees
- Minimum DBH (diameter at breast height = 4.5 ft. above ground)
- Documentation and reporting

Communities that think an "act of God" (i.e. wind, rain, and lightning) is a good defense against liability are advised to discuss tree liability issues with an attorney. While this type of defense has been used widely in the past, it is unacceptable in most cases today.

Generally, to qualify as an act of God in negligence cases, all the following elements are needed:

1. The accident must have happened from a force of nature that was both unexpected and unforeseeable.
2. That force must have been the sole cause of the accident.
3. The accident could not have been prevented by using reasonable care.

Prioritization - Regardless of whether a community is removing trees proactively or reactively, there should be a process for prioritizing the order of tree removal. The key to this process is having a current inventory and database of ash trees. The inventory and database will help determine location, size and condition of trees and track and prioritize removals.

In general, tree removal should be prioritized as follows:

1. Hazardous trees
2. Dead, dying, diseased trees
3. Poor structure/condition trees
4. Trees causing infrastructure damage
5. Trees planted or growing in undesirable locations
6. All other trees

Utility contractors should be encouraged to remove ash trees within their easements as part of regular line clearance activities. Utility companies are excellent partners in replacement tree planting and communicating messages about proper site and species selection.

Financial:
Create a budget including a timeline for the EAB Preparedness Plan.
- Budget should include costs for:
  - Developing the plan.
  - Conducting or updating a tree inventory.
  - Ash tree removals.
  - Tree replacement.
- Timeline should include:
  - Timeframe for completing each task.

Assess the current budget for forestry and tree care operations.
- Can the implementation of the EAB plan fit seamlessly into the existing budget?
- Identify any financial constraints that may hamper its implementation.

Understanding the financial situation of your community will assist in creating a realistic budget and timeline for implementing the EAB preparedness plan.

Personnel/Volunteers:
- For each task in the plan, identify the number of trained staff available to complete it.
- Identify the number of hours and/or days per week staff can devote to the task.
- Identify tasks in which volunteers may be useful.
  - Identify sources of skilled volunteers (example: RI Tree Stewards).

Understanding the personnel and volunteer resources and needs will help determine which tasks can be accomplished in-house and which tasks may need to be contracted out. Take into consideration personnel when creating the timeline for implementation.

Facilities/Equipment: A community should take an inventory of what facilities and equipment are needed to implement the plan and which are currently owned/leased by the community, and identify if there is a budget to purchase/lease/repair needed equipment, facilities, or space.

Ordinances: Tree ordinances typically outline the authorities and persons responsible for tree planting, care and removal of trees on public property and in certain cases, private property.

Basic components of a tree ordinance include:
- Goals
- Tree Board Establishment
- Authorities/Responsibilities
- Basic Performance Standards
- Enforcement/Penalties
Through code/ordinance, communities may exercise their authority to require infested private property trees to be removed to prevent further spread of the insect or disease. This type of policy, referred to as a “condemnation clause”, is still being utilized by communities across the country in response to Dutch elm disease. Removal or nuisance abatement costs are subsequently billed to the property owner directly or added to their property taxes.

**Private Property Ash Trees** - Most of a community’s trees are typically located on private property. In most cases, the responsibility for tree removal on private property will be that of the property owner. In situations where a hazardous condition exists on a private tree with potential to impact a public right-of-way (ROW), communities should promptly address the problem. This may be accomplished through discussions with the property owner or through corrective actions taken by the community to resolve the issue. Additional authorities related to private tree removals are often contained in municipal ordinances and codes (see section on *Ordinances*). To assist private property owners with ash tree removals, communities may wish to offer curbside pickup, chipping and disposal of infested trees.

**Communication**

Developing and utilizing communication procedures to disseminate EAB information internally to local officials/staff and externally to community residents should be an important component in the preparedness plan. Providing timely, accurate and consistent communication will greatly enhance credibility and community support of your plan and actions.

If a community does not have internal or external communications protocols, the information below can helpful in protocol development. If a community is using existing protocols, the following may be useful in creating EAB specific procedures. Communication protocols should accurately represent how information is disseminated within a community’s structure.

**Internal Communication Procedure:** This is used for disseminating information to a community’s local officials and staff. Below is an example of an internal communication protocol:

- Educate and inform all municipal leaders and officials.
  - Develop an EAB frequently asked questions (FAQ) document.
    - If EAB has been found, information should be provided on exact location of infestation and plans of how it will be addressed.
    - If EAB has not been found, information should be provided on how the community is addressing EAB though the development of the preparedness plan.
  - Identify person(s) who can answer EAB related questions and provide their contact information.

- All municipal leaders should disseminate information to their respective department staff and provide them with the FAQ document and appropriate contact person(s).
  - It is very important that all staff and local officials that have interaction with residents (public) be provided with accurate, timely and up to date information.
External Communication Procedure: These procedures can be utilized for disseminating information to community residents. An external communication protocol should work in tandem with the internal protocol.

- Inform the community through local media outlets, direct or indirect mailings (i.e. tax/utility bills), newsletters, fliers, public meeting, neighborhood associations and local garden clubs. Always identify a contact person where residents’ questions can be directed.
  - If EAB has been found, provide information on EAB\(^9\), the location of infestation, and the community’s plans for addressing it.
  - If EAB has not been found, provide information on how the community is addressing EAB through the development of the preparedness plan.

*It is important that a community is prepared for any and all responses that residents may have regarding EAB. Procedures should be in place to handle positive and negative comments from residents.*

**Ash Wood Utilization and Wood Waste Disposal\(^8\)**

By finding creative ways to develop value-added products from the wood generated from ash tree removals, a community can lessen the economic impact of the insect’s damage while strengthening local wood product industries. Communities may find it worthwhile to partner with local members of the wood industry. In some cases, they have lowered disposal costs by allowing businesses to use removed trees for mulch or fuel. Communities may also work directly with local sawmills to see their trees turned into lumber and other products, many of which can be used for community projects. Regardless of which option is pursued, residents generally respond positively to wood reuse programs, satisfied that their community trees are not going to waste.

The following strategies are recommended in developing a utilization plan for EAB-related tree removals. Refer to **Appendix G** for more detailed information on wood utilization.

- Decide whether your community has specific needs for wood products. A utilization plan may differ depending on whether the community needs mulch, lumber, or other products.
- Contact local stakeholders immediately to develop a thorough outline of needs, available resources, limitation, partners, and timelines. Some major groups to include in discussions are: RI DEM staff, RIDOA staff, foresters, wood industry representatives (sawmill operators, biomass energy facilities, firewood and mulch dealers), non-profits and community organizations (RC&D Councils, Conservation Districts, etc.), tree care companies, and others.
- Create collection yards for wood residues by using existing industry or municipal yards, if possible. The use of wood disposal yards has proven to be an effective way to collect the
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\(^8\) Bratkovich, S. Utilizing Municipal Trees: Ideas From Across the Country. NA-TP-06-01. USDA Forest Service. [www.treesearch.fs.fed.us](http://www.treesearch.fs.fed.us)

infested wood harvested by various groups (public, private, and homeowners) into one accessible location where it can be sorted, processed, and merchandised. These yards may also play a regulatory role (as “marshalling yards”), enabling state and federal officials to contain large amounts of affected material and inspect finished products efficiently.

- Maintain ongoing discussions with industry partners and federal and state regulatory agencies to ensure that proper compliance agreements are used and that wood products are transported safely.

- Create a strong educational plan to combat misconceptions about the dangers of using EAB-affected trees. Conduct outreach to educate staff, industry, contractors, homeowners, and potential buyers of wood products about the safety of products and use of compliance agreements. Additionally, both wood generators and wood processors may benefit from additional training on how to work together effectively and safely process the material.

- Create demonstration projects to showcase community utilization projects. While these types of projects require outside funding, the successful partnership of a city and a portable mill or the installation of a reclaimed wood floor in a city building can go a long way in building community support for the EAB program. Non-profit and community organizations may be key partners in this type of project.

**Disposal of Infested Ash Material**

Infested materials shall be disposed of in accordance with the federal guidelines to ensure EAB is not spread to new sites. Disposal includes bark removal, chipping, mulching, or composting by the criteria outlined in the [USDA Emerald Ash Borer Program](https://www.usda.gov), 2015. Treatments include:

- **Bark Removal** – remove all bark and an additional half inch of wood.
- **Chipping** – wood must be chipped into pieces that are no larger than one inch in at least two dimensions in order to safe for landscape use.
- **Mulching & Composting** – chipped wood that does not meet the size specifications above may be mulched or composted.

**Biocontrol Agents**

RI DEM may apply for APHIS PPQ 529 permits to import approved biocontrol agents as outlined in the [Emerald Ash Borer Biological Control and Release Recovery Guidelines](https://www.aphis.usda.gov), 2016.

Currently, the four permitted biological control agents for release in the United States are parasitoid wasps: *Oobius agrili, Spathius agrili, Tetrastichus planipennisi* and *Spathius galinae*.

**Pesticides**

Currently, insecticides are the most feasible option for controlling EAB populations to retain live ash. Systemic pesticides are most commonly used for treatment of EAB. These are applied to the exterior of the lower trunk as a spray, the soil as a drench or granules, or injected directly into the tree stem where they dissipate through the vascular system. Systemic pesticides are most effective when used as a preventative measure. In a ten-year simulation comparing the cost of treating trees with the most effective insecticide, emamectin benzoate (brand name TreeAge®), the cumulative costs of removing and replacing trees were four times higher than the cumulative
costs of treating up to 50% of the ash trees with systemic insecticide (McCullough and Mercader 2012). Emerald Ash borer feed in and damage a tree’s vascular system, so if their damage is extensive, the tree will not be adequately transport the chemical.

For an overview of Insecticide options for EAB see: 
http://emeraldashborer.info/documents/Multistate_EAB_Insecticide_Fact_Sheet.pdf

For frequently asked questions about potential side effects of systemic insecticides for EAB:  
http://emeraldashborer.info/documents/Potential_Side_Effects_of_EAB_Insecticides_FAQ.pdf

Homeowners and licensed applicators should contact the DEM’s Division of Agriculture- Pesticide Registration to make sure that the products that they are planning on using are registered for use and application in Rhode Island; pesticide registration changes over time with some options added or excluded so it is the responsibility of the homeowner and licensed applicator to check current registration information.

Homeowners and licensed applicators are responsible for reading and following all pesticide labels. Many pesticides are toxic to aquatic organisms and bees so care should be taken not to apply the product near water or while bees are foraging. Bees can also contact the pesticide when foraging on flowering plants growing where the insecticide was injected into the soil.

ELEMENT 4: REPLANTING AFTER EAB

How a community plans on replanting after EAB is important element that should be included in any community’s plan. Trees provide numerous benefits to the residents that live, work and play in a community. Trees remove pollutants from the air, help improve summer temperatures, reduce storm water runoff, and provide social and psychological benefits. Trees are also one of the only components of the urban environment that actually increases in value each year.

- **Diversity** - The goal of a community’s replanting efforts should be the use of a diverse mix of tree species. Following the loss of American elm to Dutch elm disease, communities looked for a tree that had the shape and stature of their beloved American elm, and they found ash. Ash trees were relatively insect and disease resistant, could survive in almost any landscape, and grew tall and fast; consequently, they became a favorite among municipalities, developers and landscapers. This reliance on the ash tree caused many communities to lose sight of diversity and resulted in ash trees making up a large percentage of the tree population in select communities.

Tree species diversity means planting a variety of tree species on streets, in parks, and around a community. A community will have an idea of the tree species composition of its urban forest once a tree inventory is completed. A community should add a few new tree species to its planting projects each year to make increasing species diversity easy. If a community has a high percentage (>15%) of any genus (example: Acer- maple), consider reducing or eliminating their planting until a greater species diversity is present in the community.

**Right Tree, Right Place** - One important aspect of tree planting is selecting the proper tree species for the planting location. Always contact Dig Safe (811) before planting to locate overhead and underground utilities. If there are overhead utilities, make certain that the tree
species you are selecting are appropriately sized for the site to avoid interfering with power lines when they reach mature size. Other factors to consider are soil and light requirements, mature height, and size of planting location. Selecting and planting the right tree for the right location will help ensure its survival and success for years to come.

**Proper Planting and Mulching** - Many trees do not survive due to improper planting techniques such as planting too shallow or too deep, digging the hole too small, and not backfilling the soil correctly. Incorrect mulching, most often seen as volcano mulch (piling the mulch high around the trunk) can cause a myriad of growth problems from inadequate water to trunk rot.

- **Maintenance** - The first three years following planting are the most critical to ensure long-term tree survival. An EAB plan should ensure that tree maintenance such as watering, pruning, and mulching, including who will be responsible for implementing these tasks, has been addressed.

- **Tree Planting with Community Volunteers** - Volunteers can play an important role in a community’s tree planting efforts. Utilizing volunteers is a good way to make community resources go farther, while providing residents with an opportunity to make a positive difference in their community. Local community groups (i.e. rotary clubs, Girl/Boy Scouts, church groups, school groups, master gardeners, neighborhood associations) are a great place to find eager volunteers interested in participating in tree planting projects. A volunteer tree planting campaign can also provide a community with an opportunity to educate residents on proper tree planting and maintenance techniques that they can apply to the project.
APPENDIX A: STATE OF RI/FEDERAL CONTACTS

RI DEM Department of Natural Resources, Division of Forest Environment
Website:  www.dem.ri.gov/programs/forestry/
Phone:  401-222-2445

RI DEM Department of Natural Resources, Division of Agriculture
Website:  www.dem.ri.gov/programs/agriculture/
Phone:  401-222-2781

National Grid
Website:  www.nationalgridus.com/RI-Home/
Phone:  1-800-322-3223

University of RI Extension Office
Website:  http://web.uri.edu/riaes/extension/
Phone:  401-874-1000

USDA Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service
Website:  www.aphis.usda.gov
Phone:  866-322-4512

US Forest Service
Website:  www.fs.fed.us
Phone:  603-868-7709

Don’t Move Firewood
Website:  www.dontmovefirewood.org
APPENDIX B: WESTLAND, MI EAB RESPONSE PLAN CASE STUDY

The Discovery of EAB
In 1999, the City of Westland, Michigan, a 217 square mile community in southeast Michigan, began to notice its ash trees were declining. “In 1999, we began trimming the tops out of our ash trees because we knew there was something going on, but didn’t know what it was,” said Kevin Buford, Superintendent for the City of Westland’s Department of Public Services. In the summer of 2002, they received the news that a new insect, the emerald ash borer (*Agrilius planipennis*), was responsible for the death and decline of ash trees in the metropolitan Detroit area.

The City’s Ash Trees
In 2002, the City began an aggressive campaign to remove the 3217 ash trees that lined their streets and 1200 of the 2000 ash trees that were in parks and other city owned properties. They were lucky - by conducting a tree inventory in 1998, they knew the locations of all of the publicly owned ash trees in the City. “Our tree inventory was tremendously helpful,” said Mr. Buford. “We knew the exact locations of our ash trees, their diameter, year they were planted, if any health issues had been documented, and what we were facing. We were able to be very aggressive with our removals because we knew what we were up against. Without an inventory we would have been lost.”

The City started major ash tree removals in 2002 and finished in late 2004 at a cost of over $1,000,000 (includes removals and some stump grinding and site restoration). Their ash trees ranged in size from 4” in diameter up to 48” in diameter, with a median removal cost of $635 per tree. The City of Westland hosted a Michigan Department of Agriculture marshalling yard (a program that no longer exists), which provided a grinder to the City and paid for the transportation costs to haul the chips away. The City was responsible for providing and paying for staff to operate the marshalling yard six days per week. The marshalling yard took ash logs from anyone in the EAB quarantined counties.

The majority of the ash trees, approximately 3000, were removed by in-house City staff. Contractors were hired to remove about 1200 ash trees. The Highway Maintenance Division, with a staff of 22 within the Department of Public Services, is responsible for tree care as well as snow plowing, salting, site restoration, road repair, and leaf pick-up. On a typical day, there are six to eight staff dedicated to tree maintenance, removals and site restoration. During the peak of their aggressive ash tree removal campaign, Mr. Buford had access to all 84 employees in the Department of Public Services.

The City funded their tree removal efforts primarily with the use of general fund dollars (approximately $50,000 for equipment and $250,000 for staff per year) and by utilizing some Federal Community Development Block Grant funds (where appropriate).

Replanting after EAB
With the rapid removal of ash trees, the City also undertook the process of replanting new
trees after the loss. “We have concentrated our replanting efforts on our streets first. One of our hardest hit streets was lined with 90 mature trees; 87 of these trees were ash, and they all had to be removed. The street was left with three trees, which had an enormous impact on the character of the neighborhood,” said Mr. Buford. By utilizing contractors, they have planted approximately 800 replacement trees at an average cost of $205/tree (includes planting). Tree replacement has been funded through the City's Tree Development Fund and DNR tree planting grants. Money from the Tree Development Fund comes from developers who are required to deposit money into the fund to replace trees lost during development. The Fund money is strictly for the replacement of trees. The City plans on replacing all of the ash trees lost to EAB by 2012.

The City of Westland Residents
“Our residents have been shocked and concerned about the loss of city owned ash trees to EAB,” said Mr. Buford. “They have been really patient and understanding of our EAB plans. Our main focus was the removal of the ash trees, with the most hazardous ones as our top priority. We worked hard to help homeowners understand that it would take a while for stump removal and site restoration to occur after the city owned tree was removed in front of their house. We really had to prioritize the removal of hazards, and then we could focus on restoring the site.”

The City provided education to their homeowners, condominium complexes and apartment building owners by holding EAB meetings around the City. The status of EAB was also discussed at town hall meetings and placed on their Community Access channel.

Lessons Learned
When asked what advice Mr. Buford had for communities preparing for EAB, he said, “It’s very important that they have a tree inventory to understand what they have. Like I mentioned earlier, you’ll be lost without one. Once they have a tree inventory and know what they have, tackle the worst trees first. Once we removed the hazard trees, we had two crews doing removals. We sent one crew to one end of the City and another crew to the opposite end, and they removed ash trees in each section while working toward each other. This made it easier for us to remove trees systematically instead of jumping around the City. When a homeowner contacted us about removing their tree, we would explain our plan and let them know, realistically, how long it might be before their tree was removed. Have a detailed, organized plan to remove the rest of the ash trees and stick to it.”
APPENDIX C: SAMPLE EAB PREPAREDNESS OUTLINE

1) Purpose of the EAB Preparedness Plan

2) Elements of an EAB preparedness plan
   a) Tree Inventory (number, conditions, size and location)
   b) Surveying for EAB
   c) Ash Management Policy
      i) Cost estimates for:
         (1) Removal/disposal
         (2) Treatment
         (3) Replacement
      ii) Historic/significant tree policy
      iii) Ash Tree Removals
         (1) Evaluate In-house vs. contracted ash tree removals
         (2) Infested vs. non-infested trees (Reactive vs. Proactive Removals)
         (3) Hazard trees
         (4) Prioritization
         (5) Private property trees
         (6) Permits and Regulations (Local, State & Federal)
   d) Identification of internal (community) resources and needs
      i) Financial
      ii) Personnel/volunteers
      iii) Facilities/equipment
      iv) Ordinances
         (1) Enforcement mechanisms (penalties)
   e) Identify funding decision makers and person(s) responsible for tree care
   f) Communication & Public Education
      i) Development of internal (municipal staff) communication protocol
      ii) Development of external (residents) communication protocol
         (1) Public Education
            (a) Adult and K-12
   g) Wood Waste Disposal and Utilization
   h) Replanting/Maintenance
APPENDIX D: EAB SURVEY METHODS

**Visual Survey** techniques include looking for the outwardly visible symptoms of EAB on ash trees. Surveys can be conducted systematically over a given area or by individually selected trees through an inventory. Visual surveys are conducted by persons on the ground evaluating individual ash trees for EAB symptoms. The canopy of the tree should be surveyed for a thinning crown. The use of binoculars can assist in focusing on bark splits or woodpecker damage in the crown of the ash tree. The trunk of the ash tree should be examined for D-shaped exit holes, bark splits, and epicormic shoots. If any of these symptoms are present, the tree is most likely infested with EAB. To determine a positive tree, a life stage of the insect should be obtained by peeling portions of the tree to observe the presence of larvae.

The advantages of visual surveying techniques include few resources that can cover a large area in a short amount of time, as well as the ability to not sacrifice trees to be utilized as traps. The disadvantages are that by the time visual symptoms of EAB are present, it usually means the infestation has been in the area for several years, and protection measures may not be warranted.

**Tree Climbing** methods are employed when a closer look of the tree’s canopy is warranted. Professional tree climbers should be utilized in these situations and be trained in an Electrical Hazard Awareness Program. Once in the canopy of the tree, small windows of the canopy’s trunk and branches can be peeled back, using a drawknife, to look for EAB larvae. Areas to focus on are thinning branches, bark splits, and woodpecker damage.

Advantages of incorporating tree climbing techniques into surveying methods include a close-up view of the canopy of an ash tree (the area of the tree which will show EAB symptoms first). The disadvantages include the costs of using specialized people and the time it takes to perform this inspection on individual trees.

**Destructive Sampling:** includes the removal and/or peeling of an ash tree to look for EAB larvae and larval galleries. Ash trees are selected and removed at the base. Ash trees that are destructively sampled can be of any size, but are the most efficient to peel when they are between 4”-12” Diameter at Breast Height (DBH). The tree should be kept in one piece to aid in the efficiency of peeling. The bark from the tree should be peeled in thin layers, using a drawknife from the top to bottom. Focus first on peeling areas of the tree that include weak branches, bark cracks, epicormic shoots, or woodpecker damage. Keep in mind that the size of the larvae galleries may be very small in young infestations and can even be as small as the size of a dime.

One advantage of destructively sampling ash trees for EAB is the discovery of early infestations. This is a significant factor in determining appropriate management solutions for infested areas. A disadvantage of this technique is the fact that once the tree is removed and peeled, it is destroyed. An example of the types of trees that could be used in this type of survey are trees in road rights-of-ways, ditches, fencerows, edges of woodlots, and trees...
already exhibiting EAB symptoms where the observation of a life stage is warranted.

**Detection Trees**10: Research conducted by the U.S. Forest Service and Michigan State University has shown that EAB beetles are more attracted to stress trees and prefer to lay their eggs on trees that are weak versus trees that are healthy. Effective girdling of an ash tree includes the following methods:

- Choose a tree between 4”-12” DBH
- Make two parallel cuts in the tree approximately 8” apart (using chainsaw or drawknife)
- The cuts should completely encircle the trunk
- Remove the bark and phloem (spongy tissue just beneath the bark) between the two cuts

Removing the bark from only a portion of the base of the tree is not as effective as completely circling the trunk.

Detection trees are one of the most effective tools available in surveying for EAB. Unfortunately, this method also destroys the ash tree that is used for surveying. Other methods such as the use of purple panel traps, lindgren funnel traps, and biosurveillance using *Cerceris fumipennis* capture are also effective.

---

10 For additional information on using detection trees, see the MSU, MDA and USFS document titled “Using Girdled TrapTrees Effectively for EAB Detection, Delimination & Survey” at [www.emeraldashborer.info](http://www.emeraldashborer.info).
### APPENDIX E: CITY OF TOLEDO LABOR WORKSHEET FOR DETERMINING TREE REMOVAL COSTS (EXAMPLE)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Maintenance</th>
<th>Diameter Class</th>
<th>Number of Trees</th>
<th>Hours per Tree*</th>
<th>Estimated Hours</th>
<th>Cost per Hour$</th>
<th>Estimated Cost^</th>
<th>Total Est. Hours</th>
<th>Total Est. Cost</th>
<th>Average Cost/Tree^^</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Removal¹</td>
<td>01&quot; - 06&quot;</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>$52.464</td>
<td>$11.54</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>06&quot; - 12&quot;</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>$52.464</td>
<td>$49.32</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12&quot; - 18&quot;</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>$73.435</td>
<td>$96.93</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18&quot; - 24&quot;</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>$73.435</td>
<td>$138.06</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>24&quot; - 30&quot;</td>
<td>2.92</td>
<td>$76.611</td>
<td>$223.70</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30&quot; - 36&quot;</td>
<td>4.71</td>
<td>$76.611</td>
<td>$360.84</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>36&quot; - 42&quot;</td>
<td>6.12</td>
<td>$76.611</td>
<td>$468.86</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>42&quot; - 48&quot;</td>
<td>6.61</td>
<td>$76.611</td>
<td>$506.40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>48&quot; - 54&quot;</td>
<td>7.61</td>
<td>$97.582</td>
<td>$742.60</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Removal Total:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$0.00</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Trim³       | 01" - 06"    | 0.39           | $52.464         | $20.46         |
|             | 06" - 12"    | 0.72           | $52.464         | $37.77         |
|             | 12" - 18"    | 0.79           | $73.435         | $58.01         |
|             | 18" - 24"    | 1.08           | $73.435         | $79.31         |
|             | 24" - 30"    | 1.13           | $76.611         | $86.57         |
|             | 30" - 36"    | 1.48           | $76.611         | $113.38        |
|             | 36" - 42"    | 1.67           | $76.611         | $127.94        |
|             | 42" - 48"    | 1.67           | $76.611         | $127.94        |
|             | 48" - 54"    | 2.43           | $76.611         | $186.16        |
| Trim Total: | | | $0.00 | $0.00 |

| Stump³      | 01" - 06"    | 0.32           | $41.942         | $13.42         |
|             | 06" - 12"    | 0.32           | $41.942         | $13.42         |
|             | 12" - 18"    | 0.32           | $41.942         | $13.42         |
|             | 18" - 24"    | 0.38           | $41.942         | $15.94         |
|             | 24" - 30"    | 0.44           | $41.942         | $18.45         |
|             | 30" - 36"    | 0.59           | $41.942         | $24.75         |
|             | 36" - 42"    | 1.00           | $41.942         | $41.94         |
|             | 42" - 48"    | 1.59           | $41.942         | $66.69         |
|             | 48" - 54"    | 2.21           | $41.942         | $92.69         |
| Stump Total: | | | $0.00 | $0.00 |

**TOTAL** | | | $0.00 | $0.00 |
APPENDIX F: CITY OF TOLEDO REMOVAL COST BID SHEET (SAMPLE)

Removal estimate for approximately XXXX trees in city of Toledo using 2005 contract pricing. Residual wood to be disposed of by Contractor at Contractor sites.

*** DBH reflects tree diameter at 4.5' above ground. ***

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DBH</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Bid Price (per size class)</th>
<th>Cumulative Price (per size class)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td>$241.43</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td>$475.00</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td>$650.00</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td>$1,002.00</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td>$1,366.67</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td>$1,400.00</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td>$1,800.00</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td>$2,500.00</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cumulative Total (all size classes)  $0.00
APPENDIX G: WOOD UTILIZATION
Despite the opportunities that exist for successfully utilizing removed ash trees, several major challenges exist:

- **Location:** While much EAB-infested ash resides within “traditional” forested ecosystems, communities are faced with removing high volumes of trees in urban areas. The larger forest product industries do not typically operate in urban forests, making organizing and implementing utilization much more difficult in these areas. Smaller companies (portable sawmills, etc.) and urban-based businesses (mulch industries) are more likely to be interested in partnering with communities.

- **Existing markets:** Ash prices on the general timber markets have been declining in recent years. While this is likely in some part due to EAB, it also may be due to a variety of other factors that bring about fluctuations in timber prices. Due to these relatively low values, most larger-scale buyers of timber are not likely to be interested in ash-only salvage sales. However, this problem can be eliminated by pursuing smaller and/or local markets or by including additional species in sales.

- **Scale:** Urban areas, in particular, can be challenging for collecting wood residues. Systems which rely on single logs being picked up from a variety of areas are inefficient and have little chance of being successful over the long term. Infrastructure has to be developed to allow for residues to be collected, sorted, and merchandised as efficiently as possible, which may necessitate a cooperative effort among many public and private entities.

- **Timeline:** Often, the timeline set for tree removals is quite short once an infestation is discovered in an area. This leaves little time for arranging utilization options once removing trees and clearing debris becomes top priority. Utilization programs have the best chance of success if much of the early groundwork (finding industry partners, organizing collection and transportation, etc.) is completed as much in advance as possible.

- **Expense:** The tree removals, wood disposal, and replanting associated with an EAB outbreak all create huge economic burdens for affected communities. This often makes “one-source solutions” appealing to communities when one company is willing to remove trees and haul away all of the residue. However, this approach may leave out other creative options for higher-value utilization that could further lower the disposal costs.

- **Transportation:** High gasoline prices and congested traffic in urban areas make transporting loads of wood difficult and expensive. Additionally, in most cases, few companies in urban areas have the equipment necessary to lift and transport whole logs. Partnering with multiple businesses, or even multiple communities, may allow access to suitable resources.
• **Varying support from communities:** Community departments are often short-staffed and struggling with tight budgets. Developing and/or incorporating new ideas for how they dispose of wood waste can often be difficult, even if it will result in savings for the city. In many cases, community managers do not prefer how wood is disposed of, as long as it is removed from public areas in a timely manner. Following the models of other experienced cities may help in easing the shift to this type of new system.

• **Varying support from local industry:** Often the larger wood products industries in a region may not be interested in salvaged or reclaimed wood (due to concerns about metal, contaminates, and poor log quality). They usually have their own reliable sources for wood resources and are hesitant to try a new untested source. It is important to survey many different types (and sizes) of local industries to find successful partnerships.